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The story continues…
… and it is only up to you whether or not you wish to become part of it. Over the years its 

existence, the Brno Exhibition Centre adds significant value to countless events. Come and see 

for yourselves!
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port Evens



In 1928 an exhibition phenomenon was born. The origins of organizing trade fairs and 

exhibitions in Brno, Czech Republic, date back nearly one hundred years. Brno has 

succeeded in enthralling generations of exhibitors and visitors with the sheer magnitude of 

world-class quality of trade fairs held at the Brno fairgrounds. As a result, Brno is rightfully 

recognized as “The Capital of Trade Fairs“.

Origins of a tradition…



Brno is situated in the heart of Europe, in a sunny region of the Czech Republic called 

South Moravia, which is well noted for its excellent wines. Brno is situated at a recognized 

historical trading crossroads, and this prime location combined with welcoming Moravian 

hospitality attracts visitors from all over the world. Brno’s romantic history and marketing 

spirit has inspired significant industrial and scientific achievements that have been 

proudly displayed at the spacious modern exhibition facilities.
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City of warm-hearted meetings...



Dazzle your guests with a spacious lobby with registration counters, pleasant restaurants, 

information desks and money exchange facilities in the Hall E. Here you can make use of six fully 

equipped conference halls and an endless variety of exhibition space. For your complete comfort, the 

E Hall is inter-connected with a top-class Holiday Inn Brno hotel.

A   ymbol of Progress…
With a combination of state-of-the-art exhibition facilities and the skills and prestigious 

know-how in organizing trade fairs, Brno Exhibition Centre respects its traditional values while 

continuously bringing new solutions to the exhibition business. We are able to create an ideal 

world with you at its centre. Please join us for a mini-tour.

Ideal world…
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Discover a place where you can feel free to bring your prospective customers or respectable 

guests. Enjoy the smooth run of your symposium, conference or exhibition presentation. 

Whatever your wishes, we will take care of them.

Place for your success…



Original architecture of our exhibition facilities offers 

a unique and unforgettable atmosphere which can put 

you in the best light. Insist on quality, wish big and 

we will turn your requests in reality.

…where dreams 
come true.



Owing to our high-standard services and sense of detail we can breathe new 

life into any of your events. No matter how big the event,

 all that counts is perfection!

All that you’ve 
dreamed of…



If you wish to amaze thousands of people by organizing a brilliant musical performance, we will 

provide you with a venue where every word and every bar sounds its best. We will help you monitor 

the overall sound to insure a positive reaction to a successful representative performance.

Euphoric experience…
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Shared passion is a mutual joy. An arena 

where you can wildly support your favourite 

teams. You can absolutely rely on our logistical 

support.

A Passionate Venue 
for   ports!…
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Number of paricipants: 4.000

The Annual Meeting of InternistsThe Annual Meeting of Internists
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Congress of HematologyCongress of Hematology

Number of paricipants: 1.200

XXXII. Congress of the Social Democratic PartyXXXII. Congress of the Social Democratic Party

Number of paricipants: 900

Employees Meeting - ČMSSEmployees Meeting - ČMSS

Number of guests: 2.300

Energy Globe AwardEnergy Globe Award

Number of guests: 1.000

Business and Management Meeting – Česká pojišťovnaBusiness and Management Meeting – Česká pojišťovna

Number of guests: 1.500

Meeting of 17 Central European PresidentsMeeting of 17 Central European Presidents

Rolling Stones – World tourRolling Stones – World tour

Audience: 30.000

Tiesto In ConcertTiesto In Concert

Audience: 8.000
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Audience: 10.000

Rock Band  KabátRock Band  Kabát

Audience: 8.000

Fed CupFed Cup

Team competition in women´s tennis

Freestyle MotocrossFreestyle Motocross
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BadmintonBadminton
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